Getting started….
● Please read the removal instructions carefully.
● The Steam Polish Remover Can be used with Pure Acetone or GlazeMe
Gentle Tone.

How to remove your UV nail polish
● Place the machine on a flat, hard, even surface and plug in.
● Pour approximately 5ml of acetone into the clear container (this will be
sufficient for both hands at approximately 8-10 minutes each) and
attach the lid. The lid will lock into place clockwise.
○ Do not pour acetone directly into the machine - It must be
poured into the plastic container supplied.
● Use a buffer to scuff the top coat on your nails. This will compromise
the top layer, allowing the acetone to easily penetrate and break down
the remaining layers.
● Turn the machine on using the touch button located on the front of the
machine. The red light on the front will appear, indicating it is heating
up but not yet ready to use.
● After approximately 3 minutes, the machine will beep 3 times and the
green light will come on - this indicates the start of the timing process.
Insert your fingers into the holes and wrap your fingers around the lid in
a gripping action, ensuring your thumb is not coming into contact with
the inside of the machine.
● It is normal for your fingers to feel warm throughout the process,
however if it feels uncomfortable remove your fingers from the machine.

● At 8-10 minutes you will hear 1 long beep and the amber light will come
on to indicate the steaming process has finished.
● Remove your fingers from the machine 1 at a time and use an orange
stick to quickly scrape off loose polish. (TIP: as the acetone can dry
very quickly once fingers are removed from the machine, try removing
one finger at a time to scrape off the remaining polish so the other
fingers remain moist within the machine)
● If there are any stubborn areas of polish that are too hard to remove
(the polish may have been applied thickly or extra layers were applied
etc), start again from step one but remove fingers at the 5 minute
interval and use the orange stick to remove the remaining polish.
● Turn the machine off at the switch once the removal process is
complete and clean the clear container of any polish debris with warm
soapy water, ready for the next use.

Product Support:
If you have any questions, please email us at info@glazeme.com.au
Don’t forget to check out our DIY videos at : www.glazeme.com.au/how-to-diy

